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       a sandbox for DAOs H ATC H DAO LITE PAP ER V 1 A decentralized autonomous organization that aims to be the universal repository for researchers and developers to experiment with various decentralized consensus protocols in DAOs. Introduction 3 What is a DAO? 4 Hatch’s Solution 5 The Incentivized Governance Protocol 6 Farming 7 Staking 8 Proposals 9 Voting 10 Deflation 11 Inflation 12 Governance 13 Tokenomics 14 Roadmap 15 Contact 16 INTRODUCTION Utilizing the $HATCH token, individuals will be able to vote on or create proposals that will be used to determine the future of the project. This may range from changes in tokenomics all the way to a change in the governance protocol. Upon release of the sandbox and its toolkits, those who use the Hatch ecosystem will also have the ability to proof-test their ideas in a safe environment before implementation in their DAO, avoiding the unnecessary risk involved in making such drastic changes without the proper precaution. Users are rewarded for their participation with lucrative incentives, allowing for developers to receive important input on their ideas in a decentralized manner. 3 WHAT IS A DAO (DECENTRALIZED AUTONOMOUS ORGANIZATION)? A decentralized autonomous organization, sometimes labeled a decentralized autonomous corporation, is an organization represented by rules encoded as a computer program that are transparent, controlled by shareholders and not influenced by a central government. Decentralized autonomous organizations serve to eliminate human error and manipulation of investors by placing decision-making power into the hands of an automated system and a crowdsourced process, rather than in the hands of the powerful majority. DAOs are open-source, thus transparent and, in theory, incorruptible. All transactions of the organization are recorded and maintained on a blockchain. Interests of the members of the organization are – if designed correctly – aligned by the incentivizing rules of the native token. DAOs have taken the cryptocurrency market by force, but there is still a severe lack of research in the field for proper scalability and implementation in the real world. Changing a DAOis extremely difficult to do once it is in operation, and this leaves DAOs vulnerable to all sorts of attacks and vulnerabilities. For example, the infamous DAO hack that led to the Ethereum hard fork, where an attacker managed to siphon more than 3.6M Ethereum into a “child DAO” that had the same structure as The DAO. Furthermore, many researchers and developers don’t have the environment to proof-test such ideas before deployment, which puts significant capital at risk ($1.3 billion in the case of The DAO hack). 4 HATCH’S SOLUTION: With Hatch’s incentivized governance protocol, issues commonly seen in existing DAOs including lack of participation or lack of incentives for users are nonexistent. In the near future, Hatch DAO will offer a risk free sandbox environment for users to create and vote on proposals using Hatch’s native governance token ($HATCH). With our unique token design, Hatch DAO is able to facilitate a protocol where users receive crypto-economic rewards for actively participating and improving the network. 5 THE INCENTIVIZED GOVERNANCE PROTOCOL By offering lucrative rewards for users who participate in the DAO whether it be through voting or creating a proposal, Hatch DAO is able to create the perfect sandbox environment for users to test various decentralized consensus protocols that can be referenced in the future by researchers and developers. The goals for the project are to: • Maximize participation throughout the DAO. • Reward those who participate the most in the form of $HATCH. • Connect users who are already familiar with governance tokens. • Offer a universal repository for DCPs. • Provide a testing ground for experiments within DAOs. 6 FARMING Individuals who already take part in different governance protocols will be attracted to the Hatch ecosystem through the process of farming. This provides a fair distribution method, offering rewards for those who lock in their tokens and provide value while exercising their support for the project. When depositing there is no fee outside of gas fees for farmers, and there is no default lock-up period. A list of the assets that will be supported is provided below: Yearn Finance (YFI) Compound (COMP) Synthetix (SNX) Maker (MKR) Akropolis (AKRO) Kleros (PNK) Uniswap (UNI) The farming rates will vary depending on the assets being used to farm and the circulating supply of $HATCH, as well as how much $HATCH is being staked. The APY is expected to significantly decrease over time. An equation that can be used to determine potential yield can be found below: Base Farming Rates (20%) * Circulating Supply Variable * Staking Rates Variable 7 STAKING In addition to having the ability to farm $HATCH, users will be able to choose to stake their balance for a period of thirty days and earn rewards in return at 40% APY. To qualify for staking, one must own a wallet that has held a total of 300 $HATCH for at least seven days, as well as having participated in the DAO by either voting on or creating a proposal. Those who meet all of the requirements will be whitelisted and have the ability to stake their tokens through the dashboard. Staking rates are expected to decline over time. 8 PROPOSALS Anyone in the DAO can create a proposal with the technicalities of their liking, and this will become especially easy once the governance dashboard is live. There is a $25 fee to create a proposal ($25 in HATCH), after which the community will have seven days to vote on the proposal that was created. • 85% of all votes collected on a proposal are burned • 5% distributed to the creator of an accepted proposal • 10% distributed among winning voters • If a proposal is rejected, 90% of the votes collected will be burned, and 10% will be distributed among winning voters 9 VOTING The $HATCH token can be used for voting power within the DAO. All of the details within the ecosystem and what occurs to it is completely at the hands of the community. 1 VOTE = $10 in HATCH All votes on proposals will last for a period of seven days. If the number of total voters and their trust scores (which is maintained by a smart contract) are higher than opposing votes, then the proposal will pass. If one or more of those conditions listed above are not met, the proposal will be subject to a revote until a conclusion is determined that satisfies both conditions. 10 DEFLATION In order to offset unnecessary inflation of the token after distribution of rewards for voters, farming, or staking there are a handful of deflationary mechanisms put into place that will play an integral role in maintaining the balance of the token. Firstly, a staggering 85% (possibly 90% if rejected) of votes gathered from the community on each proposal will be burned forever. The remaining tokens that are left unburned from the proposal will then be distributed to the winning voters. This allows for a deflationary measure of the token to also work as an incentivizing method for those who contribute the most to the DAO. In addition to burns involved with the voting system, there will be a smart contract collecting a .05 ETH fee from users when withdrawing rewards obtained through farming or staking. These funds will automatically be used to buy back $HATCH and burn it from the market. 11 INFLATION Actions such as staking or farming will increase the supply of the token slowly over time. However, rates of these rewards are also expected to significantly decrease as the token gets closer to its maximum supply (rates may change in accordance with proposals from the community). Ideally, the supply of Hatch will be balanced through proposals from the community. Any or all of these concepts may change, however these rules have been put into place to maximize governance of the token while not diluting the coins already in existence. 12 GOVERNANCE Hatch DAO works to maximize utility of the token by encouraging constant contribution of the community. In order to earn rewards for voting on a proposal, one must first pay a fee of $10 in Hatch to vote for either option they choose fit. This is similar to the process of creating a proposal through the governance dashboard. Users must first pay the proposal fee of $25 in Hatch, then they will have the chance to win 5% of votes collected on a winning proposal. Additionally, a “trust score” will be maintained by our smart contract that expires every fourteen days, requiring those who wish to participate once again to earn a higher trust score. This will also help to prevent inactive users from voting on proposals of the project. 13 TOKENOMICS The initial circulating supply of $HATCH will be completely dependent upon how many tokens are sold in the public sale hosted on bounce finance. All tokens that go unsold from the public sale will be burned, and the tokens that are remaining will determine the initial circulating supply. Max Supply: 10,000,000 Public Sale: 400,000 HATCH (1 ETH = 200 HATCH). All unsold tokens from the public sale will be burned Initial Circulating Supply: TBD (amount of tokens sold during public sale) Team/Marketing: TBD (30% of initial circulating supply) Staking/Farming Rewards: TBD (Max. supply — initial circulating supply — team allocation) 50% of team tokens are vested for 16 months. These will be released monthly until the end of the set period is reached. 14 ROADMAP • Public Sale • Launch Farming & Staking dashboards • Begin Incentivized Governance Protocol • Deploy the sandbox with toolkits for easy creation of DAOs with every technicality imaginable • Create Staking pools • Integrate other governance assets on the farming dashboard, allowing users to farm their favorite governance tokens at the same time as farming hatch • Partnerships with tokens/services looking to utilize the sandbox tools, allowing the ability to potentially farm $HATCH with the tokens selected • Research and publish experiments conducted with various decentralized consensus protocols • Hand over complete control of Hatch DAO to the community 15 CONTACT WEBSITE: https://hatchdao.finance/ TWITTER: https://twitter.com/HatchDAO TELEGRAM: https://t.me/hatchdao DISCORD: https://discord.com/invite/KEbktMy MEDIUM: https://medium.com/@HatchDAO GITHUB: https://github.com/HatchDAO 16 
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